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Abstract—In this paper, we develop a new method to learn
semantic visual dictionaries for local image feature encoding.
Conventional methods usually learn dictionaries from random
local image patches. Different from them, we manually select a
number of object classes whose visual patterns can be seen at
local image patch level in complex images (Figure 1), and learn
dictionaries from their thumbnail images. The benefit is that these
thumbnail images have class labels, so we can cluster semantically
similar images together to generate meaningful cluster centers.
Some other contributions of this paper include developing an
adaptation method to adapt the learned dictionaries to target
datasets, and developing efficient algorithms to encode local
patches with our semantic visual dictionaries. Experimental
results on three benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed methods.

Index Terms—Semantic Dictionary Learning, Greedy Group
Sparse Coding, Scene Classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Building visual dictionaries for local image feature encoding

is an important component for modern image classification

pipelines [1], [2], [3]. The dictionary atoms are expected to

encode distinctive and representative visual patterns, which

can act as visual primitives to represent complicated image

content. Previous methods learn dictionaries by clustering

features from random image patches, which have several limi-

tations: (1) No precise category labels can be assigned to local

patches. Therefore, clustering methods may group patches

which are not semantically similar together. The resulting

clustering centers then cannot represent meaningful visual

patterns. (2) Most cluster centers may correspond to high-

frequent local patterns due to the lack of proper supervision

in the clustering procedure[4]. In many cases, the visual

patterns of low-frequent image patches play a significant role

in discriminating different classes, for example, class ”bocce”
and ”croquet” in UIUC-Sports dataset[5] are almost the same

except several cross and line patterns appearing in ”croquet”.

To overcome these limitations, we propose a novel idea

to build semantic visual dictionaries. We observe that many

simple object categories exhibit basic visual patterns that can

be seen at local patch level in complex-content images. One

example is shown in Figure 1. We manually select a number of

object categories, which are expected to cover diverse visual

patterns useful for the classification task. We resize the object-

centric images to produce thumbnails, which are utilized to

learn dictionaries. An interesting property of this method is
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Fig. 1. Image patches in complex images can be represented by simple object
categories, which exhibit basic yet important elementary visual patterns. For
example, ”centipede” category can approximate ”curve” visual pattern, ”pen”
can be a substitute to ”line” pattern, and ”ball” carries ”circle” pattern, etc.

that the class labels of these thumbnails are known. During

the dictionary learning procedure, we only cluster thumbnails

from the same object class together. As a result, the cluster

centers correspond to visual patterns with semantic meanings.

Besides, by carefully selecting object categories, we could also

ensure that our dictionary encodes diverse patterns rather than

dominant ones.

Each sub-dictionary is learned from an auxiliary dataset

(ImageNet), and the concatenation of them constitute our

global dictionary. So it naturally has a group/block structure,

in which each group corresponds to an object semantics. We

exploit this group structure when encoding a local image patch

by selecting only a small quantity of groups. However, it is

inefficient to solve this problem through Group Lasso solver

[6]. Therefore, two efficient greedy coding algorithms are

proposed to generate the group sparse codes.

We further develop a domain adaption approach to adapt

the learned dictionaries to fit the target database (e.g., Indoor

scene 67) by learning a linear transformation matrix. On three

benchmark datasets, we demonstrate that the state-of-the-art
coding method [2] can benefit from our adapted semantic
dictionary. Meanwhile, the experiments also show that our

coding methods can achieve promising results based on our

semantic visual dictionary.
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II. RELATED WORK

Dictionary Learning: Dictionary learning has received

increasingly attention recently, as the performance of image

classification accuracy heavily depends on the quality of dic-

tionaries. A number of papers have been published [7], [8], [9],

[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] in the past several years. All

of these papers learn dictionaries from random image patches.

Our work is novel because we use thumbnails of object images

to learn visual dictionaries, which can represent visual patterns

with semantic meanings. The work that is closest to ours

is to learn a discriminative dictionary for classification [7],

[10], [11], [12]. They treat the labels of patches to be the

same with the labels of corresponding images. However, the

labels assigned to patches in this way is quite noisy. In our

work, the labels for the thumbnail images are accurate and

semantic meaningful, therefore more discriminative dictionary

are expected to learn from them.

Using auxiliary object data for classification: The idea

of using auxiliary object data to help classification or retrieval

can be seen in [16], [17], [18], [19]. Different from our work,

these papers build the global representation based on their

responses to the pre-trained object classifiers/detectors. We

leverage auxiliary object data to learn semantic dictionary to

improve the quality of local feature encoding based on the

assumption that local patches in images can be approximated

by object-centric image thumbnail. Moreover, we empirically

demonstrate that our approach works much better than [17]

on several scene classification benchmarks.

III. LEARNING SEMANTIC VISUAL DICTIONARIES

We observe that many object categories exhibit basic yet

important visual patterns that can be seen at local patch level

in complex content images (Figure 1). It motivates us to build

visual semantic dictionaries by clustering the object-centric

image thumbnails. Instead of clustering random local patches,

the dictionary generated from labeled thumbnails carry more

discriminative and semantic information. Specifically, their

class labels are known, which allows the clustering algorithms

to group images from the same category, thus avoiding produc-

ing clusters whose atoms are not really semantically similar,

as seen in the traditional dictionary learning methods.

We manually select 55 object categories based on the

following criteria: (1) the object categories exhibit simple

and elementary visual patterns; (2) the visual appearance

of different object classes does not overlap and (3) some

textureless background classes are also included. The selected

objects include ”pen”, ”box”, ”cross”, ”grass”, etc, which are

supposed to carry important and basic visual patterns. We

download their images from ImageNet dataset, and bounding

boxes are used to generate clean foreground object region.

Next, each object region image is resized to I × I thumbnail

(I = 40 in our case), so they can be considered as local

image patches. For each object class, we learn a sub-dictionary

D(i), and the concatenation of sub-dictionaries yields our final

group-structured semantic dictionary D.

IV. FEATURE ENCODING BASED ON SEMANTIC VISUAL

DICTIONARY

Our semantic dictionary is organized in group structure

( D = [D(1) . . . D(i) . . . D(M)] ), where D(i) contains K
cluster centers [D(i)(1) . . . D(i)(K)]. Previous works [6], [20],

[21] have shown that, in some cases, it’s more robust to

reconstruct the input signal by imposing group/block structure

to its reconstruction coefficient.

Here we develop a local feature encoding approach to ac-

count for the group-structured dictionary: only a few semantic

concepts (groups) are activated to reconstruct the image patch.

[21] Therefore, the group sparse code β for the input y is

generated via optimizing the function:

z = argmin
β

||y −Dβ||22
s.t. ||β||0 ≤ L

|| . . . ||β(i)||1, . . . ||0 ≤ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ M

(1)

where β is the reconstruction coefficient of input y, β(i)

denotes the code for the i-th group in the dictionary D; T and

L are the maximum number of selected groups and selected

atoms respectively; M is the number of groups in the group-

structured dictionary D and ||β||0 is the pseudo-norm which

counts the number of non-zero elements in β. This optimiza-

tion problem is NP hard, which requires
∑T

j

(
M
j

)×∑L
i

(
Nj

i

)

evaluations, in which Nj is the total number of atoms in the

selected j(j ≤ T ) groups. We have to relax it to obtain a good

suboptimal solution.

The first relaxation case is group Lasso [6], which only

considers group-level sparsity, and it minimizes the �1/�2
norm regularization problem [6]. A better relaxation case is

the sparse group Lasso [20], which enforces the sparsity over

the group and within-group level reconstruction coefficients.

Both of these two relaxed problems are convex to β, so it can

be solved using convex optimization solvers. However, these

two approximations are computationally expensive [6], [20].

To speed up the encoding modules, we approach the original

NP hard problem (Equation 1) from a different perspective.

Our relaxed problem is cast as a Lasso problem inside the

selected few selected groups. It has the �0/�1 norm form:

z = argmin
β

||y −Dβ||22 + λ||β||1

s.t. || . . . ||β(i)||1, . . . ||0 ≤ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ M
(2)

where λ controls the tradeoff between reconstruction error

and within group sparsity. The group-structured reconstruction

code β is generated through the following way: the coefficients

are set to zero for the groups that are not selected, and the

codes βT for the selected T groups are obtained by solving a

small-scale Lasso problem:

z = argmin
βT

||y −DTβ
T ||22 + λ||βT ||1 (3)

where DT is a smaller dictionary made up atoms from T
selected groups. This relaxed optimization problem is also

a NP combinatorial problem, which requires
∑T

i

(
M
i

) × C
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Algorithm 1: Greedy Group Sparse Coding

Input:
D: Dictionary with group structure [G1, G2, . . . , GM ]
y: The input signal
T : Maximum number of selected groups
λ: sparse regularization term coefficient
ε: tolerance of reconstruction error
Output:
β(k): the group sparse coefficients

Initialization
Normalize each atom in D to be unit vector

β(0) = 0T , g(0) = ∅, D(0)
O = ∅

for k = 1...T do
Let j(k) = argmaxj ||DT

Gj
(y −Dβ(k−1))||2

g(k) = Union(g(k−1), Gj(k))

D
(k)
O = Union(D(k−1)

O , D(:, Gj(k)))

α� = argminα ||y −D
(k)
O α||22 + λ||α||1

β(k) = 0T , β(k)(g(k)) = α�

if ||(y −Dβ(k))||2 ≤ ε then
break

end
end

evaluations, in which M is the number of groups and C is the

cost of solving Equation 3. The computation cost to solve our

�0/�1 problem is much less compared to group Lasso, which

requires
∑L

i

(
Nj

i

)
evaluations to Equation 1. Furthermore, two

efficient encoding methods are proposed to select T groups to

solve it:

• Greedy Group Sparse Coding(GGSC): It works like

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit[22] (OMP) that selects the

dictionary atoms. At each iteration, it chooses the groups

that best correlates to the signal residue. Algorithm 1

present the details.

• Local-constrained Linear Group Coding(LLGC): The

T groups that most correlate with the input signal y are

chosen to be the visual base for input y.

The correlation between the input signal (residue) y and

dictionary group (sub-dictionary D(i)) is defined as the square

of �2 norm of cosine similarity of y and every atom D
(i)
j in

D(i). Our encoding methods are efficient as the solution of

the small-scale Lasso problem is very efficient.

V. DICTIONARY ADAPTATION

The semantic dictionary is learned in a different domain

without awareness of the characteristics of image patches

in the target classification dataset. Therefore, we introduce

a simple domain adaptation method to adapt the learned

semantic dictionary to our classification task, by learning

a transformation matrix W . The adaptation matrix W is

learned by minimizing the overall reconstruction error on

image patches from the target dataset,

z = argmin
W

1

2

N∑

i=1

||yi −WDβi||22 + λΩ(βi) (4)

Fig. 2. Comparison of dictionary atoms. The left column presents 6 group
atoms of our semantic dictionary, which exhibit semantically similar visual
patterns. The right column shows 30 randomly sampled atoms from the
dictionary generated through clustering local image patches.

where N is the number of patches; D is the off-learned

semantic dictionary and Ω(β) denotes the regularization term

with respect to different encoding methods (LLC, GGSC).

Since the objective function is not jointly convex to W and β,

we learn W using an iterative method: first, W is initialized

to be an identity matrix; next, βi is obtained via applying

corresponding encoding solver; finally, given the new βi, we

update the adaptation matrix W by the gradient ΔW of the

objective function (Equation 4) to W :

ΔW = −
N∑

i=1

(yi −WDβi)β
T
i D

T (5)

We iterate the update procedure until it converges.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Dataset: We evaluate our semantic dictionary and encod-

ing methods on three scene classification datasets, including

generic natural scene images(15-Scene), cluttered indoor im-

ages (MIT 67 Indoor Scenes), and complex event and activity

images (UIUC-Sports). The classification performance is the

mean of multi-way classification accuracy scores over all the

classes in the dataset.

Experiment Setup: We densely sample image patches

following [23], the size of which is 40 × 40 and the sliding

stride is 8 pixels. Meanwhile, only SIFT [24] feature is used

to represent the image patches 1. All images are resized to

maximum 300 pixels along the smaller axis. Finally, The

image-level representation is generated by performing max

pooling [2], [1], [17] operation to all the sparse codes of image

patches. Besides, Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) [23] is also

applied to enforce the spatial layout constraint.

A. Superiority of Semantic Dictionary

We verify the effectiveness of our semantic dictionary in

three datasets, and the results are inspiring: the state-of-the-art

coding method (LLC [2]) can benefit from our semantic visual

dictionary. Table I demonstrates that LLC achieves better result

on our semantic dictionary than on the dictionary generated

1building richer feature for image patches and using multi-scale patches can
significantly improve the performance [25], but that is not our main focus.
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Methods 15-Scene UIUC-Sports Indoor

GIST[27] - - 26%
DPM[28] - - 30.4%

Patches[29] - - 38%
Object Bank[17] 80.9% 76.3% 37.6%
Topic Model[30] 78% 82.5% -

Kwitt[31] 82.3% 83% -

LLC(RP+KSVD)[32] 74.9% ± 0.48% 77.5% ± 1.73% 29.2%
LLC(RP+Kmeans)[2] 80.6% ± 0.72% 85.2% ± 1.53% 41.2%

LLC(Semantic) 81.0% ± 0.37% 85.1% ± 1.42% 42.0%
LLC(ASemantic) 81.1% ± 0.52% 85.8% ± 1.57% 43.2%

LLC(RP+ASemantic) 82.0% ± 0.49% 86.5% ± 1.26% 45.8%

GGSC(Semantic) 82.0% ± 0.66% 85.6% ± 2.07% 43.2%
LLGC(Semantic) 81.2% ± 0.42% 84.4% ± 2.50% 42.0%

TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON THREE SCENE CLASSIFICATION

DATASETS. ’RP’ AND ’SEMANTIC’ DENOTE DICTIONARY GENERATED

FROM RANDOM PATCHES AND SEMANTIC THUMBNAIL IMAGES

RESPECTIVELY, ’ASEMANTIC’ REPRESENTS THE ADAPTED SEMANTIC

DICTIONARY.

through clustering random image patches. The largest per-

formance gain is observed when these representation codes

are fused, demonstrating that our semantic and random patch

(conventional) dictionaries are complementary.

We further investigate the performance of different encoding

methods. SLEP [26] toolbox is utilized to solve the group

Lasso (GLasso) and sparse group Lasso (Sparse GLasso)

problem. For GGSC and LLGC, at most T = 5 groups are

activated to generate the sparse codes. The classification ac-

curacy and average elapsed time for every image are reported

in Table II. We notice that both our two encoding alternatives

achieve significant better performance than GLasso and Sparse

GLasso, while in the mean time ours are much more efficient.

Table I shows that GGSC also outperforms LLC, which

elucidates the advantage of considering the group structure

of our semantic dictionary. However, we fail to see obvious

improvement over GGSC on the adapted semantic dictionary,

as the adaptation may have broken the group structure of the

semantic dictionary.

B. Discriminative power over size of sub-dictionary

We believe that each object group has a different optimal

size for corresponding sub-dictionary, as the intra-class seman-

tic variance and number of object examples in each object class

varies dramatically. For example, the object semantic ”ball”
includes ”basketball”, ”soccer”, ”golf ball”, ”bowling ball”,

”tennis ball” and ”pooling ball” in our case, which exhibit

large intra-class variance; while the object class ”hook” has a

much smaller intra-class semantic variance and very few train-

ing instances. We simply fix the size of all the sub-dictionaries

to be the same (K = |D(i)|) in our implementation.

Then we analyze how K affects the discriminative power

of our semantic dictionary. On one hand, the sub-dictionary

with larger size encodes finer-grained visual patterns, while on

the other hand, the dimensionality of the sparse codes grows

linearly with the size of sub-dictionary. As demonstrated in

Figure 3, K is fixed to be 20 in our experiments as it is a good

compromise between the dictionary size and discriminative

power.

Methods accuracy time (Seconds/image)

GLasso 82.60%± 1.33% 19.69
Sparse GLasso 83.62%± 1.13% 19.28
GGSC 85.60%± 2.07% 1.99
LLGC 84.35%± 2.50% 0.73

TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY AND TIME CONSUMPTION COMPARISON ON

UIUC-SPORTS.
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Fig. 3. (a) classification accuracy w.r.t size of sub-dictionary. X-axis denotes
the size of sub-dictionary. (b) classification performance w.r.t number of object
groups that constitute the semantic dictionary (each group is composed of 20
atoms), X-axis is the number of groups. 5 rounds of randomized sampling is
performed to choose the groups from 55 object groups. Statistics are based
on the experiments on 8-UIUC-Sports.

C. Profitability over growing number of object groups

We envisage that the larger-size dictionary with more object

semantics is going to preserve richer information, therefore

may serve as a better dictionary. In this part, we verify

this assumption. To simulate what will happen with growing

number of groups, we randomly sample P = 11(20%),

22(40%), 33(60%), 44(80%) and 55(100%) out of M = 55
object classes for multiple times. The subset dictionary is

generated through concatenating the corresponding P sub-

dictionaries, therefore Dsub = Union(D(1) . . . D(P )), note

that Dsub ⊆ D. As shown in Figure 3, the classification

performance of larger-size dictionary continuously increases

as more object semantics are encoded in the dictionary.

Therefore, we conclude that the discriminative power of our

semantic dictionary could be further boosted by adding more

complementary object semantics.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new perspective to learn se-

mantic dictionary from thumbnail images. Next, we exploit

the group structure of the dictionary and develop a greedy

group sparse coding algorithm to efficiently solve the original

NP �0/�1 optimization problem. Finally, to make our semantic

dictionary better fit the target classification task, a domain-

aware adaptation algorithm is developed. The promising re-

sults on three benchmarks demonstrated the effectiveness of

our proposed methods.
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